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What you need to know.
Jobs data

The words “jobs” and “employees” are used 
interchangeably. Number of jobs represent the total number 
of employees at Dutch-founded startups. Employees not 
based in the Netherlands are not included. 

The number of jobs is sourced from publicly available data 
including company statements and professional social 
media accounts as well as interviews.

This report counts all jobs at startups, not just tech jobs 
(mechanics, receptionists, concierges, helpdesk etc are all 
counted). Gig workers (e.g. riders at Uber) are not counted. 

Tech jobs at othr companies not covered in the report are 
not counted.

While some specific sectors have 
contracted headcount (Travel, Event 
tech, marketing and HR tech), others 
are have accelerated.

Health- and Foodtech are 
growing the fastest following an 
unprecedented year.

Tech sub-sectors were faced with 
different challenges in the face of the new 
normal. Fintech remains the biggest 
employer in Amsterdam. Foodtech and 
Healthtech stand out as fastest-growing 
sectors for employment, growing over 
25% year-on-year since January 2020. In 
spite of new startups emerging, Events, 
Travel and Sports tech now employ less 
people than pre-pandemic in Amsterdam.

Tech companies provide 
79.2K jobs in Amsterdam.

In spite of a turbulent H1 2020, 
Amsterdam’s startup sector keeps 
growing. Homegrown startups jobs are 
not only growing in numbers, they also 
created new local jobs. Net employment 
is on the rise in spite of the pandemic: 
Amsterdam’s homegrown tech 
companies are responsible for 45.2K 
jobs, while foreign tech companies 
established in the region add another 
34K jobs. 

Younger companies add the most 
new jobs.

Job growth is resolutely driven by 
younger companies. Just 680 companies 
founded in Amsterdam since 2016 
account for 50% of all local jobs created 
since January 2020. But older 
companies, those founded before 2010, 
still account for a majority (52%) of tech 
jobs in Amsterdam. 

A handful of sectors now employ less 
people than pre-Covid, but most 
recovered and some accelerated.

Companies in the Travel, Events, Marketing 
and HR tech sectors faced major 
challenges leading many to contract their 
headcount, in the shadow of their 
respective traditional industries, albeit to a 
somewhat lesser degree. Their recovery 
also proves slower than the startup sector 
as a whole. On the contrary, Foodtech and 
Healthtech stand out as fastest-growing 
startup sectors for employment, recording 
a 20% year-on-year growth since January 
2020. 

While some specific sectors have contracted 
headcount, others have considerably 
accelerated.Tech sub-sectors were faced with different challenges in 

the face of the new normal. 

Specifically and in spite of new startups emerging in these 
sectors, Events, Travel and Sports tech now employ less 
people than pre-pandemic in Amsterdam. 

Tech companies are responsible 
for 78K jobs in Amsterdam.

Younger companies add the 
most new jobs.

While some specific sectors 
have contracted headcount, 
others have accelerated.

Startups seek more than 
technical talent. 

Startups jobs are not only growing in 
numbers, they also create new local jobs. 
Net employment is on the rise in spite of 
the pandemic: Amsterdam’s homegrown 
tech companies are responsible for 44K 
jobs, while foreign tech companies 
established in the region add another 
34K jobs. Moreover, job creation is also 
accelerating in impact startups, 
contributing to 8.6% of jobs, up from 
4.6% in 2018.

Job growth is resolutely driven by 
younger companies. Just 680 companies 
founded in Amsterdam since 2016 
account for 60% of all local jobs created 
since January 2020. But older 
companies, those founded before 2010, 
still account for a majority (54%) of tech 
jobs in Amsterdam.

Companies in the Travel, Events and HR 
tech events faced major challenges 
leading many to contract their 
headcount, in the shadow of their 
respective traditional industries, albeit to 
a somewhat lesser degree. Their recovery 
also proves slower than the startup 
sector as a whole. On the contrary, 
Foodtech and Healthtech stand out as 
fastest-growing startup sectors for 
employment, recording a 20% 
year-on-year growth since January 2020.

Often startups are perceived as hotspots 
for talent with technical skills. However, 
the pool of skills needed is broadening. 
Startups are creating roles in diverse 
area, from data and development, to 
sales, marketing and product 
management. 
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Table of Contents.

This is the fourth edition of the Amsterdam startup jobs reports 
series. As we publish this report, over 1.5 years into a 
game-changing, global pandemic, we are looking at not just how 
Amsterdam’s startups are coping from an employment point of 
view, but how the city’s entrepreneurial core and its various 
sectors adapt to a new paradigm. 

This report sheds light on job creation by homegrown 
companies and employment at local branches of international 
tech companies in the Amsterdam Region. 

This edition builds on previous reports of the series, with fresh 
data collected on 1.6K companies from December 2016 to May 
2021. Most of this data is made available on the Amsterdam 
Startup Map, initiated by StartupAmsterdam and powered by 
Dealroom. 

Update on startup jobs

Deep-dive by sector

Methodology

1

2

3

Why this report.

This is the fourth edition of the Amsterdam startup jobs reports series. As we publish 
this report, over 1.5 years into a game-changing, global pandemic, we are looking at 
not just how Amsterdam’s startups are coping from an employment point of view, but 
how the city’s entrepreneurial core adapts to a new paradigm. 

This report focuses on startup employment, in particular job creation by homegrown 
companies and employment at local branches of international (tech) companies in the 
Amsterdam Region. To do so, we build on previous editions of this series and analyse 
new data collected on 1.6K companies from Dec 2016 to April 2021. Most of this data is 
made available by Startup Amsterdam on the Startup Map, which is powered by 
Dealroom. 

The last edition, published a little over a year ago, showed that Amsterdam’s tech 
companies had already created over 77K jobs by December 2019, including over 43K 
jobs at home-grown startups, scaleups and grownups. In the meantime, the pandemic 
has affected many parts of the Dutch and European economy, as well as pillars of the 
startup ecosystem in Amsterdam. 

This report finds that in spite of a difficult few months, Amsterdam’s tech scene is still 
growing and critically, creating new high quality, local jobs. With 45K jobs at 
homegrown companies and another 34K at foreign companies, Amsterdam’s tech 
companies are providing more opportunities than ever, having created over 79K jobs 
in the Amsterdam Region to date. 

https://dealroom.co/uploaded/2020/06/Amsterdam-Employment-2020.pdf?x60311
https://www.iamsterdam.com/en/business/startupamsterdam
https://dealroom.co
https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/
https://dealroom.co/uploaded/2020/06/Amsterdam-Employment-2020.pdf?x60311
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What this report covers. 

Access now!

Access Now

Grownups
Former startups & scaleups.

More than 500 people globally.
Founded and/or HQ’ed in Amsterdam 

after 1990 (in the information age).

Scaleups
Former startups.

50-500 people globally.
Founded in Amsterdam.

Startups
Companies designed to grow fast.

VC-backable business model.
Less than 50 people.

Founded in Amsterdam.

Foreign tech companies
Tech-intensive companies with headquarters 

overseas and a significant presence 
(R&D, European HQs, …) in Amsterdam.

Companies in this report.

1.5K companies
7 avg. years old

10 avg.  employees

This report focuses on startups from different generations, founded after 1990. 

Not every company qualifies as a startup. Only about 2% of all new companies 

do. The term “startup” is defined in the methodology section. 

We also look at different cohorts (i.e. generations) of startups founded since 1990. 

People often ask why we include older cohorts. The purpose of a startup is to 

grow fast and then become very big. This is what makes startups relevant to the 

economy. Getting big often takes two decades (although sometimes shorter). Not 

including these startups would defeat the purpose of this report. 

‘Homegrown’ companies are startups, scaleups or grownups founded and 

maintaining their main center of business (headquarters) in Amsterdam. A 

handful of companies founded elsewhere are included, so long as they achieved 

their main growth whilst in Amsterdam (e.g. Catawiki, Takeaway.com). Similarly, 

Amsterdam-founded companies maintaining a significant presence in the city, 

albeit with headquarters elsewhere, are also included (e.g. Elastic). 

This report also includes foreign tech companies with a significant presence in 

Amsterdam, i.e. foreign companies which chose Amsterdam for their regional 

headquarters, R&D centers or major centers of operations.  

220 companies
12 avg. years old

79 avg. employees

17 companies
13 avg. years old

780 avg. employees

220 companies
66 avg. employees

Startups Scaleups Grownups Foreign tech 
companies

Amsterdam is home to a vibrant ecosystem building on a long 

entrepreneurial tradition. 

Back in 2015, Startup Amsterdam and Dealroom partnered up to launch a unique 

database, which has since become the go-to destination to discover the 

entrepreneurial ecosystem of the city and the many opportunities it has to offer.

Startup Amsterdam’s Startup Map, which is powered by Dealroom, features over 

3.2K startups, scaleups, and grownups, with a presence in Amsterdam. In the 

context of this report, we focus on 1.7K companies, founded in or after 1990, with 

their main center of business (HQ) in the Amsterdam Region*, and at least 2 local 

employees.

In order to reflect this uniquely international character, this report also takes into 

account jobs that are created locally by foreign companies with a registered 

address in the Amsterdam Region.

excl. 3 where "HQ" isn't main center of 
business: Elastic, Olx, Zola Electric

This report focuses on startups, from different generations, founded after 1990. 

Not every company qualifies as a startup. Only about 2% of all new companies 

do. The term “startup” is defined in the methodology section. 

We look at different cohorts (i.e. generations) of startups since 1990. People often 

ask why we include these older cohorts. The purpose of a startup is to grow fast 

and then become very big. This is what makes startups relevant to the economy. 

Getting big often takes two decades (although sometimes shorter). Not including 

these big startups, would defeat the purpose of the report. 

Data is sourced from the startup map

Homegrown means founded in the Netherlands. Some were founded outside of 

Amsterdam but moved here.

In addition to homegrown startups, we also look at 

[To finalize]

Grownups
Former startups & scaleups.

More than 500 people globally.
Founded in Amsterdam after 1990 

(in the information age).

Scaleups
Former startups.

50-500 people globally.
Founded in Amsterdam.

Startups
Companies designed to grow fast.

VC-backable business model.
Less than 50 people.

Founded in Amsterdam.

Foreign tech companies
Tech-intensive companies 

headquartered outside of the Netherlands 
with a significant presence in

https://app.dealr
oom.co/compani
es/netflix

https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/intro
https://health.dealroom.co/intro
https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/dashboard
https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/dashboard
https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/intro
https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/dashboard
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Startups Scaleups Grownups Foreign tech 
companies

Tech companies 
in Amsterdam

Nr. of companies 1.5K 220 17 519 2,206

Average profile
7 years old

10 employees
12 years old

79 employees
13 years old

780 employees
66  local employees 36 local employees

8 years old | 26 employees on average

Nr. of employees

Homegrown tech companies provide 44K local jobs in Amsterdam. Foreign tech 
companies add another 34K jobs.

14K local jobs
at Startups

18K local jobs
at Scaleups

34K local jobs
at foreign tech companies

13K local jobs
at Grownups

79.1K jobs
at tech companies in the 

Amsterdam Region.

TL Slide

14K jobs

78K jobs at tech 
companies in the 

Amsterdam Region

32K jobs

Number of Amsterdam-based employees by company type.

45K jobs

79K jobs

1.5K companies
7 avg. years old

10 avg.  employees

224 companies
12 avg. years old

79 avg. employees

17 companies
13 avg. years old

780 avg. employees

519 companies
66 avg. employees

18K jobs

12K jobs

34K jobs

Startups Scaleups Grownups Foreign tech 
companies

Total

35K jobs

10K jobs

34K jobs

79K jobs

2.2K companies
35 avg. employees
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7.0K

7.0K
employees at

686 companies

14.8K
employees at

601 companies

7.9K
employees at

217 companies

15.5K
employees at

182 companies

1990-2005 2006-2010 2011-2015 2016-now Now Growth since Jan.2020

45.2K

Source: Dealroom.co 

2.6K
2017 2018 2019 Apr 2021

7.1K
+2% +32%+42%

+4.5K jobs

2017 2018 2019 Apr 2021

+4.0K jobs

10.9K
14.9K
+1% +12%+10%

6.7K

2017 2018 2019 Apr 2021

+1.1K jobs

7.9K
+1% +7%+1%

2017 2018 2019 Apr 2021

+1.2K jobs 

14.3K
15.5K
-0.1% 

+5%+4%

Jan. 2020

In our previous reports, older homegrown 
companies founded before 2005 were the 
biggest employers, having had most time 
to grow. But now a younger generation of 
startups is taking over.

Companies founded after 2010 grew their 
ranks the fastest at 12% year-on-year 
since January 2020, creating  79% of all 
new local jobs at homegrown companies.

The youngest cohort of startups (founded 
after 2016) provided a boost to job 
creation in Amsterdam:  just 686 
companies added 2.1K jobs since January 
2020.

Apr. 2021

+2.1K jobs 

4.9K 7.0K

+30.1% y-o-y

Jan. 2020 Apr. 2021

-300 jobs 

15.8K 15.5K

-1.5% y-o-y

Jan. 2020 Apr. 2021

+1.6K jobs 

13.1K 14.8K

+9.3% y-o-y

Jan. 2020 Apr. 2021

+600 jobs 

7.2K 7.9K

+6.6% y-o-y

Sum new jobs 
4.3K new jobs

4.9K

▊ Jan 2020        
▊ Apr 2021

1990-2005 2006-2010 2011-2015 2016-now

5K 

10K 

15K 

20K 

-438 jobs / -2.1%  

Younger cohorts of companies are emerging as the top job 
creators.

+674 jobs / +4% 

+725 jobs / +7.4% 

Period Jan 2020 to 
April 2021:

+2,100 jobs / +30.5% 

Total jobs

Over the years, companies founded 
before 2005 developed to be the biggest 
employers in Amsterdam’s startup sector. 
However, this cohort was the only one 
that hasn’t recovered to pre-pandemic 
levels. 

Companies founded after 2010 grew their 
ranks the fastest at over 15% year-on-year 
since January 2020, creating over 85% of 
all new local jobs at homegrown 
companies.  

In particular, the youngest cohort of 
startups (founded after 2016) provided a 
boost to job creation in Amsterdam:  just 
686 companies added over 2.2K jobs over 
this period.

In our previous reports, older homegrown 
companies founded before 2005 were the 
biggest employers, having had most time 
to grow. But now a younger generation of 
startups is taking over 

Companies founded between 1990 and 
2005 have become the backbone of 
Amsterdam’s startup sector. Today, these 
182 companies provide 15.5K local jobs, 
or 34% of all startup jobs in the city.  

Though older companies remain the 
biggest employers, startup jobs aren't all 
about tech giants. Companies founded 
after 2010 grew their ranks the fastest at 
over 15% year-on-year since January 
2020, creating over 85% of all new local 
jobs at homegrown companies.  

The youngest cohort of startups (founded 
after 2016) provided a boost to job 
creation in Amsterdam:  just 686 
companies added 2.1K jobs since just 
January 2020.

[Older homegrown 
companies are the biggest 
employers, but younger 
startups add the most new 
jobs.]

DATA IS 
UPDATED
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Annual job growth since 2019

Construction
Manufacturing

Retail
Healthcare

Public administration
Startups

IT & communication

Culture & recreation
Real estate

Education

Energy
Financial services

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

108K
37K

35K
29K

28K
27K
25K

18K
14K

4K
3K

-2K
-4K

Jobs added since 2019

Business services -57K

Amsterdam Statistics Bureau data 
pending 

Annual growth:
startups: 6.1%; 9.6K

Startups outgrow the sectors they 
operate in, and accelerate the overall 
economy.

Startups are not a sector by itself. Startups are rather a 
business operating philosophy and growth strategy, 
focused on rapid growth. But with greater growth comes 
also more risk. In aggregate, do startups still outperform?

To answer this question, it is still interesting to compare 
the growth of startups with that of individual sectors. That 
way we can assess what kind of growth rate accelerators 
the overall economy.

Following a similar trend observed in previous years, 
startups have recorded a stronger growth rate than any 
conventional sector.

Pending Ams bureau of 
statistics data

Pending Ams bureau of 
statistics data

Public administration
Care and Welfare

ICT
Startups

Specialized Business Services
Real estate

Education

Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Retail

Finance

House maintenance
Wholesale

Rental and other business services

4.1%
2.9%

2.1%
1.9%

1%
0.6%
0.6%

0.5%
-0.6%
-1.5%
-1.7%
-1.8%
-2%

Industry -2.2%
Culture, sports and recreation -2.3%

Construction -2.4%
Transportation and logistics -2.7%

Job Agencies -4.7%
Horeca -5.6%

 ▉  Conventional industries in the Netherlands, annual growth forecast for 2019-2021   
▉ Startup sectors in Amsterdam, recorded growth 2019-2021
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€10-50M €50+M

250

200

150

22
companies

21
companies

VC funding reached an all-time high in H1 2021, growing 12x (!) year over year.

€0.5B 

H1
2016

H1
2017

H1
2018

H1
2019

H1
2020

H1
2021

€1.0B 

€2.0B 

€2.5B 

H1
2015

H1
2014

H1
2013

H1
2012

€2.4B 

12x

€0.2M 

VC funding in H1 2021 signals that Amsterdam’s tech 
ecosystem has recovered from impact recorded in H1 
2020, but has surpassed pre-pandemic levels

€1.5B 

H1 2021 H1 2020

€2.4B

€0.2B

12x

VC investment in Amsterdam startups » view online Over 200+ Amsterdam-based startups raised in 2021 » view online

▊  €0M-€1M  (pre-seed)  ▊  Seed €1M-€4M (seed)   ▊  €4M-€15M (series A)  ▊  €15M-€40M (series B)
▊ Series C €40–€100m (series C)    ▊ €100–€250M  ▊ €250M+ 

€1.2B 

DATA IS 
UPDATED

https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/transactions.rounds/f/growth_stages/not_mature/regions/allof_Amsterdam%20region/rounds/not_GRANT_SPAC%20PRIVATE%20PLACEMENT/tags/not_outside%20tech?isPercentage=false&showStats=HALF_YEAR&statsType=rounds
https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/companies.startups/f/all_regions/allof_Amsterdam%20region/last_funding_year_min/anyof_2021?showGrid=true
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€10-50M €50+M

250

200

150

22
companies

21
companies

Average team size per funding received 

VC-backed or not: 
very different growth trajectories

VC-backed startups grow 3x faster 
than their peers.

<€1M
Funding

>€1M
Funding 
(seed+)

Year 1 Year 10Year 5

10 people 
after 10 years 

(avg.)

21 people 
after 10 years 

(avg.)

>€4M
Funding 
(Series A+)

56 people 
after 10 

years (avg.)

Venture backing has become the norm for many startups. 

Today, 82% of unicorns are VC-backed, compared with 20% a 
decade ago. And it’s no surprise that VC-backed startups scale 
faster. 

VC funding is a catalyst for job growth. On average, startups 
receiving seed funding scale two times faster than those that 
didn’t. Series A+ startups grow six times faster.

VC funding at a record level in 2021 bodes well for further 
employment growth.

The recorded growth in VC funding in H1 2021 signals that 
Amsterdam’s tech ecosystem has not only recovered from the initial 
impact observed in H1 2020,  but has surpassed pre-pandemic levels.
VC funding and jobs growth are linear. On average, startups 
receiving seed funding scale two times faster than those that didn’t. 
Series A+ startups grow six times faster.

Avg team startups 

with funding

Avg team startups 

without funding

40 14

3

As VC funding levels are breaking 
records in Amsterdam, a steep job 
growth curve may lie ahead.

DATA IS 
UPDATED

https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/transactions.rounds/f/growth_stages/not_mature/regions/allof_Amsterdam%20region/rounds/not_GRANT_SPAC%20PRIVATE%20PLACEMENT/tags/not_outside%20tech?isPercentage=false&showStats=HALF_YEAR&statsType=rounds


“StartupAmsterdam is exploring collaboration with 
commercial partners and tech companies to unlock a 
pool of hidden talent that is not aware of the career 
opportunities in these roles.”

Dieter Oude Kotte
International Business Lead

Here are some of the fastest-hiring roles in the city, according to StartupAmsterdam:

❏ Sales & business development
❏ Sales development reps (SDR)
❏ Account executive
❏ Customer success (CS)
❏ Revenue operations (revops)Marketing
❏ Growth marketer
❏ Content marketer 
❏ Visual design

Amsterdam’s startup scene is looking for talents across the board. 
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[Startup jobs are not just for techies]

Marketing and Communication
Business Development

Sales

Backend Development

CSM & Support

Data Science & Engineering 

Human Resources

Project Management

Design

Frontend Development

Accounting

DevOps

Business Intelligence

Finance

Full-stack development

Logistics

Legal

Android Development

C-level

iOS development

870

682

642

590

405

257

246

237

225

205

179

160

152

138

123

99

65

47

38

12

Job openings in Amsterdam
▉ Tech jobs  ▉ Other positions 

Source: Dealroom.co. Number of jobs openings in Amsterdam-based startups. Underlying data available via StartupAmsterdam database. 

Startup jobs doesn’t just mean software developers. Amsterdam startups are 
in need of a diverse range of talent to help them scale.

Source: Dealroom.co. Number of jobs openings in Amsterdam-based startups between 2017 to 2021. Underlying data available via StartupAmsterdam database. 

https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/jobs/f/all_regions/allof_Amsterdam%20region/job_locations/anyof_Netherlands
https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/jobs/f/all_regions/allof_Amsterdam%20region/job_locations/anyof_Netherlands


“We’re recruiting heavily across all areas of the 
business with the most volume in Tech, Customer 
Experience, and of course, our Experts who review 
and select only the best items for our auctions.

James Lesner
Head of Recruitment

“While the scale-up phase is exciting and super fast-paced, we want to ensure we 
maintain and build upon the culture that helped us be successful in the first place. 
By integrating our values in everything we do, from hiring to performance reviews 
and appointing culture ambassadors across the organisation we’re already on a 
good track. We also want to make sure people have a healthy work-life balance. 
We’re solving for this by hiring more people across the business (currently 150 open 
roles!), so we can divide and conquer without placing the burden too much on any 
one person.”

Scaling teams and scaling culture.

» Read the full interview

https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/dashboard
https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/dashboard
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/catawiki/notes/5136


Detailed search 
possibilities. For instance: 

“Jobs at VC-backed 
impact startups at Series A 

stage”
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Over 1,500 jobs at 
Amsterdam startups 

listed.
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» Search Jobs

https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/companies/3d_hubs
https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/companies/3d_hubs
https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/jobs/f/all_regions/allof_Amsterdam%20region/job_locations/anyof_Netherlands
https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/jobs/f/all_regions/allof_Amsterdam%20region/job_locations/anyof_Netherlands
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Most sectors create jobs, with the notable exception of travel, event, marketing 
and HR tech.

Although job creation slowed down, Amsterdam’s startup 
sector is still growing at an average of 4.1% year-on-year. 
On the whole, the Amsterdam ecosystem has not only made 
up for job losses at downsizing companies, it has also grown 
beyond pre-pandemic levels. There are now more startup 
jobs than ever before in Amsterdam, with +2K new jobs added 
in just 16 months by 1.5K homegrown companies. 

1.7K Home-grown startups, scaleups 
and grownups

45.2K Jobs at startups, scaleups and 
grownups

+2K Net new jobs at homegrown tech 
companies since Jan. 2020.

4.1% Annual job growth between Jan. 2020 - 
Apr. 2021.

11.4K

Dec. 2017 Dec.2018  Dec.2019 April 2021

 

11.0K
10.4K 10.3K

Net local job growth at homegrown companies, Dec.2017 - Apr. 2021

▉ Travel, Event tech, Marketing, HR tech
 ▉  Other industries

26.7K
24.3K

30.0K

34.8K

+11.9%

-7.7%

Jobs added

▊       

▊ Other industries     

Apr 2021

-1.2K

+0.5K +0.5K

2018 2019

+2.4K

+3.0K

2018 2019

+4.2K

Apr 2021

0

2K 

4K 

6K 

-2K

+ 2.3K jobs

+3.3K jobs

+4.8K jobs

+0.5K jobs + 0.5K jobs

-1.2K jobs

All other startup sectors (incl. Health, 
Fintech, Food and others).

Travel, Event tech, 
Marketing, HR tech  

Jobs lost

DATA IS 
UPDATED
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Startup jobs overall have shown remarkable resilience over the last 18 months, 
even with impacted sectors, demonstrating strong fundamentals in startup jobs. 

_K jobs

_K jobs

Dec. 2018 Dec. 2019 Apr. 2021

_K jobs

▊ Total employment from home grown startups

▊ Other industries , including Health, Fintech, and Food
    

▊ Travel, Event tech, Marketing, HR tech       

Total jobs 

0

2K 

4K 

6K 

-2K

+5.2%

10K

20K 

30K 

40K 

+4.9% -7.7%

+10. 6%

+11.5%

+10.1% 

Dec 2017 Dec 2018 Dec 2019 Apr 2021

10,3+34,9

33.7K

10.3K

10,408

24,343

23.9K 
Jobs

10.4K 
Jobs

+ 2.3K jobs

+3.3K jobs

+4.8K jobs

+0.5K jobs + 0.5K jobs

-1.2K jobs

Dec. 2017     Dec. 2018 Dec. 2019 Apr. 2021

▊ Travel, Event tech, Marketing, HR tech        ▊ Other industries      

Total Jobs Dec. 2017 -  Apr. 2021

10K

20K 

30K 

40K 

10.4K jobs

30.0K jobs

10.9K jobs

Dec. 2017     Dec. 2018 Dec. 2019 Apr. 2021

24.3K jobs
26.7K jobs

11.5K jobs

34.8 jobs

10.3K jobs

50K 

44K
5.6%

9.6%
8.6%

       2018  2019 Apr.2021

Net local job growth at homegrown companies.

38.6K

+4.1% 
annual growth

42.8K

45.2K
+11% 

annual growth

34.4K 
Jobs

DATA IS 
UPDATED
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Annualized job growth  (January 2020 to Apr.2021)

23.4%
21.3%

19.9%
19.8%

17.7%
15.5%

13.1%
11%

9.2%
8.2%

7.9%
6.9%

3.9%
3.5%

2.3%
2.0%

0.5%
0.5%
0.0%

-0.4%
-3.3%
-5.9%
-7.3%
-8.9%
-16.9%

Healthtech
Robotics

Energy
Foodtech

eCommerce
Telecom

Kids
Fintech
Edtech

Transportation
Enterprise Software

Gaming

Semiconductors
Security

Legal
Music

Real Estate
Media

Dating
Hosting

Jobs Recruitment
Marketing

Sports
Travel

Event Tech

Food and Healthtech are adding new jobs fast, but Events, 
Travel and Sports tech companies still employ fewer people 
than in 2019.  

5.7%Average

Fueled by the pandemic and consequential 
increase in demand for (digital) health 
solutions, Healthtech is now the 
fastest-growing sector, ahead of Foodtech. 
Robotics, Energy and eComerce startups are 
also leading in terms of job growth, owing here 
again, to a crisis-induced surge in interest for 
disruptive solutions as well as evolving 
consumer priorities and behaviours.

Foodtech still remains one the fastest-growing 
startup sectors, at an annual growth rate of 
20% between January 2020 and April 2021, 
bringing the total of jobs to 2.1K, boosted by 
successful homegrown heroes including Picnic 
and delivery behemoth Just Eat-Takeaway.

Mirroring the wider travel industry, Travel has 
resorted to large-scale downsizing, with an 
average of 54 local jobs lost per month since 
January 2020. Further, a handful of startup 
sectors were also affected in various degrees, 
including Marketing, Sports, and HR tech.

DATA IS 
UPDATED
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Fintech has taken over travel as the largest employment sector in Amsterdam. 
It also created more jobs than any other startup sector. 

Industry Median team size
Dating 20

Semiconductors 13

Fintech 12

Energy 11

Robotics 11

Education 11

Jobs recruitment 11

Transportation 10

Hosting 10

Telecom 9

Enterprise software 9

Real estate 9

Security 9

Health 8

Music 8

Food 7

Media 7

Ecommerce 7

Sports 6

Marketing 6

Travel 6
Kids 5

Legal 5

Gaming 5

Event Tech 3

Adyen
Picnic

Current local jobs by sector

Foodtech
Transportation

Travel
Fintech

Healthtech
Energy

Enterprise Software

eCommerce
Media

Marketing

Education
HR Tech

Housting

8.9K
6.2K

3.4K
3.3K

2.7K
2.6K

2.5K
2.5K

2.3K
2.1K

1.4K
1.4K
1.1K

Jobs added since Jan. 2020

Healthtech
Energy

Foodtech
Fintech

Transportation
Education

eCommerce

Security
Telecom

Enterprise Software

Gaming

1.4K
1.1K

0.7K
0.5K

0.4K
0.4K
0.4K

0.3K
0.2K

0.1K
0.1K

Amsterdam’s Fintech success story  is driven by global 
heavyweights and scaleups born in Amsterdam such as 
Adyen, Mollie, Amsterdam’s latest Unicorn Bunq and 
many more. 

Fintech is now the largest employment sector with 9K 
jobs. Fintech also created more new jobs than any 
other startup sector (2.7K jobs created since 2017). 

In spite of difficulties, travel remains a significant sector 
for employment in Amsterdam’s tech scene: it currently 
accounts for  over 6.2K direct jobs.

Current local jobs by sector
 ▊ 2017        ▊Today

6.6K
Fintech

Travel
Transportation

Enterprise Software

Energy

Foodtech

Marketing
eCommerce

HR Tech

Hosting

Media

Education

2.7K
3.2K

9K

Healthtech 2.6K
2.5K
2.5K

2.3K
2.1K
2.1K

1.4K
1.4K

1.1K

6.3K
6.2K

2.3K
2.1K

1.6K
1.6K

2.4K
1.6K

1.1K
1.7K

1.2K
1.0K
1.0K

Foodtech and Healthtech, as well as eCommerce saw 
profound changes to their respective industries over the 
past months, which have translated into high numbers of 
new jobs being created in these industries in the 
Amsterdam region.  

DATA IS 
UPDATED
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40% of all new jobs are created in Fintech startups. 

3.1K net new jobs added since January 2020, by sector

60% Other sectors
+1.9K jobs

Fintech
+ 1.2K jobs40%

Luscii, Founda, Aidence, Minddistrict Development, Quin, Scenic Biotech

Wundermart (formerly: Jutter Speijs), GROWx, Formitable, Crisp, 
Ekomenu Food for Health, Willicroft

Bitvavo, Payaut, TM Pro, BrightPensioen, BridgeFund, Dealsuite.com

Stem App, Aliter Networks, Always be learning, ViaEurope, The 
Fabricant, Felyx

Distribution of new jobs by sector: 4.8K jobs created since January 2020

DATA IS 
UPDATED

eCommerce

Energy

Healthtech

Foodtech

all others

https://app.dealroom.co/companies/luscii
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/founda
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/aidence
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/minddistrict_development
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/quin_health
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/scenic_biotech
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/wundermart
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/growx
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/formitable
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/crisp_online_supermarket
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/ekomenu
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/willicroft
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/bitvavo
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/payaut
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/tm_pro
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/brightpensioen
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/bridgefund
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dealsuite.com/people/
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/stem_app
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/aliter_networks
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/always_be_learning
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/viaeurope
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/the_fabricant
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/the_fabricant
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/felyx
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Healthtech
eCommerce

Telecom
Enterprise Software

Energy
Foodtech

Gaming
Fintech

Robotics
Kids

Dating
Music

Education
Semiconductors

Transportation
Sports

Security
Legal

Hosting
Event Tech
Real Estate

HR Tech
Media

Marketing
Travel

Monthly jobs added (lost)          
▉ 2019        ▉ 2020 - H1 2021

13 39

28

6
16

34
29

4

2

2

0

1

11

2

22

-2
2

5

0
-5

0

85

1

-13

-51 24

13

14

87

8

2
5

1
6

1

20

3

9

0

0

2

1

2

26

28

10
-1

8

Healthtech and Foodtech are on 
the rise. While Travel, Marketing 
and HR Tech were severely 
impacted by the pandemic.

By analysing monthly added jobs 
from 2019 to 2021, we can detect 
which sectors registered the biggest 
gains and losses. Prior to the 
pandemic, job creation was overall 
net positive, however, due to big 
layoffs and hiring freezes during H1 
2020, sectors such as Travel, 
Marketing and Media suffered the 
biggest downsizes. Still, some 
sectors were able to surpass their 
values prior to the pandemic with 
an exceptional growth. Healthtech, 
Foodtech and eCommerce thrived 
during the analyzed period, with the 
biggest net positive difference.
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Hirings have significantly accelerated in many 
sectors during the pandemic. This includes 
eCommerce, Energy and Enterprise Software.

Healthtech is creating jobs 3x faster 
compared to pre-pandemic levels. It is now 
ahead of Fintech and Foodtech, having 
recorded the largest acceleration across all 
sectors: healthtech has created an average of 
39 new jobs per month since January 2020, up 
from just 13 in 2019. 

The ecosystem’s recovery has recorded a dual 
dynamic: while there’s accelerating growth 
and recovery in most sectors, others have 
recorded large losses.

Despite the disruption over the past year, 
Amsterdam’s startups, scaleups and grownups 
are now employing more people than ever 
before. As the dynamic in affected sectors 
reverses and new startups emerge, most 
sectors are on course to be net job creators this 
year.

0

UPDATE

-4 6

Hirings have significantly accelerated in many 
sectors during the pandemic. This includes 
Fintech, Foodtech, eCommerce, Edtech and 
Healthtech. This trends is largely driven by 
changing consumer behaviours.

Healthtech is creating jobs 4x faster 
compared to pre-pandemic levels. It is now 
second only to Fintech and Foodtech, having 
recorded the largest acceleration across all 
sectors: healthtech has created an average of 
44 new jobs per month since January 2020, up 
from just 11 in 2019. 

The ecosystem’s recovery has recorded a dual 
dynamic: while there’s accelerating growth 
and recovery in most sectors, others have 
recorded large losses.

Despite the disruption over the past year, 
Amsterdam’s startups, scaleups and grownups 
are now employing more people than ever 
before. As the dynamic in affected sectors 
reverses and new startups emerge, most 
sectors are on course to be net job creators this 
year.
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 ▉  Conventional Industries in the Netherlands, growth forecast for 2019-2021 (annualized)
▉ Startups in Amsterdam, recorded growth 2019 - H1 2021 (annualized)

Telecom

Information and Communications Technology

Hosting

Fintech

Finance

Media

+2.9%

-0.4%

+0.5%

+0.5%

[]

Startups outperform conventional industries in 
all but three sectors (ICT, Real Estate and Culture, 
Sports and Recreation)

Even in industries where both conventional 
industries and startups are not growing (Job 
Agencies/HR Tech), startups showed more 
resilience than other companies in their 
respective industries. 

Most startup sectors 
grow faster and help 
boost their respective 
conventional industries. 

Startup sectors vs 

conventional 

sectors

CAGR (annualised 

12.2019-04.2021)

UWV 

Prognose

Agriculture, 

Forestry and 

Fisheries -0.60%

Horeca -5.63%

Foodtech 33%

Retail -1.49%

Ecommerce 18%

Industry -2.18%

Robotics 22%

Semiconductors 4%

Transportation and 

Logistics -2.75%

Transportation 8%

ICT 2.94%

Telecom 16%

Hosting -0.4%

Media 0.5%

Finance 0.46%

Fintech 11%

Real Estate 0.57%

Real estate 

(Proptech) 1%

Specialized 

Business Services 0.64%

Enterprise software 8%

Legaltech 8%

Marketing -6%

Job agencies (job 

recruitment) -4.68%

HR tech -3%

Education 1.04%

Edtech 9%

Care and welfare 1.92%

Healthtech 23%

Culture, sports and 

recreation -2.30%

Event Tech -17%

Music 2%

Sports -7%

Gaming 7%

Source for traditional industries: 
https://www.uwv.nl/overuwv/Images
/uwv-arbeidsmarktprognose-2021.p
df

Startup sectors: see Glossary p.32. Source: Dealroom.co. Annualized job growth, based on data collected between 12.2019 and 04.2021.  
Conventional industries: “SBI 2008” classification. Source: “UVW Arbeidprognose 2021” by the Uitvoeringsinstituut Werknemersverzekeringen(UVW), based on CBS and CPB data.
Annualized job growth, based on projected growth between 2019 and 2021.

 ▉  Annualized job growth in the Netherlands by sector (growth forecast for 2019-2021)    
▉ Annualized job growth at Amsterdam startups by sector (recorded growth 2019 - 2021) 

+3
2.

7%

+1
5.

5%

-2
.2

%

   +
3.

9%

+2
1.

7%

Robotics

Industry 

Semiconductors

-2.2%

   +3.9%

+21.7%

+15.5%

+11%

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

Retail

Robotics

eCommerce

Foodtech

Industry

Transportation

Transportation and logistics

Telecom

Information and Communications 
Technology

Hosting

Semiconductors

Fintech

Finance

Real Estate

Real estate (Proptech)

Business services

Enterprise Software

Legaltech

Marketing

Job Agencies

HR tech

Education

Edtech

Care and Welfare

Healthtech

Media
Culture, Sports and Recreation

Event tech

Music

Sports

Gaming

-0.6%

-1.5%

-2.2%

-2.7%

+3.9%

+2.9%

+8.2%

-0.4%

0.5%

+0.5%

+1.1%

+0.5%

+0.6%

+7.9%

+2.0%

-5.8%

-4.7%

-3.3%

+1.0%

+9.3%

+1.9%

+23.4%

-2.3%

-16.9%

+2%

-7.3%

+6.9%

+17.8%

+32.7%

+21.7%

+15.5%

+11.0%

Startups add jobs faster than their conventional industries. 

Healthcare Education Retail

Transportation Finance Industrial

Apr 20212019

Healthtech
Care & Welfare 

Mobility
Transportation 

and  Logistics 

Fintech
Financial services

Edtech
Education

eCommerce
Retail sector

Robotics
Manufacturing

23%
1.9%

9%
1% -1.5%

18%

8%
-2.75%

11%
0.5%

22%
4%

Healthcare Education Retail

Transportation Finance Industrial

https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/onze-diensten/methoden/classificaties/activiteiten/sbi-2008-standaard-bedrijfsindeling-2008/de-structuur-van-de-sbi-2008-versie-2019-update-2021
https://www.uwv.nl/overuwv/Images/uwv-arbeidsmarktprognose-2021.pdf


“Scaling the organisation structure, hiring new people, 
maintaining a healthy culture and growing the team is 
exciting, but also comes with its own challenges of 
constantly communicating our vision and plans for 
the future."

Thomas van Til
VP Marketing

Our CEO is doing a good job of keeping everyone informed and up to date with the 
latest developments, as in a startup things tend to resemble a heavy rollercoaster 
ride from time to time.”

Covid, culture and communication.

» Read the full interview

https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/dashboard
https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/dashboard
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/founda/notes/5138
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some of Amsterdam’s 
homegrown impact startups

Health
eCommerce

Transport
Energy

Fintech
Enterprise software

Food

Real Estate
Travel

Telecom

Education
Security

1,600
600

350
300

270
200

100
100
100

50
30
30

Jobs at homegrown impact startups 
by sector with 30+ current jobs

Industry

2018 impact 

jobs

YTD impact jobs 

/ industry

Energy 898 1637

Transportation 198 590

Health 204 349

Ecommerce 47 301

Food 96 268

Fintech 104 193

Enterprise software 59 101

Telecom 76 96

Real estate 60 94

Travel 16 53

Education 0 30

Security 17 29

45.2K

3.8K

38.6K

1.8K

Jobs at homegrown 
represented just a little 
over 4.6% of all startup 

jobs in 2018. 
8.4% of all jobs are at 

impact startups. 

2018 Now

[Impact startups grew 6x faster on average since January 2020. 
There are now 3.8K jobs at homegrown impact startups, x2 compared to 2018.]

 ▊ Total homegrown jobs ▊ Jobs at impact startups

Impact startups to display: 
Fairphone
https://impact.dealroom.co/companie
s/fairphone 
EVBox
https://impact.dealroom.co/companie
s/ev_box 
Manufy
https://impact.dealroom.co/companie
s/manufy 
ReNature
https://impact.dealroom.co/companie
s/renature_1 
SkyNRG
https://impact.dealroom.co/companie
s/skynrg 
Swapbox
https://impact.dealroom.co/companie
s/swapbox_1 
Ecochain 
https://impact.dealroom.co/companie
s/ecochain 
Otrium 
https://impact.dealroom.co/companie
s/otrium_b_v_ 

+5.6% annually

+20.8% annually

1.8K
4.6%

3.8K
8.6%

44K

38.6K

4.6%1.8K

3.8K
+21% 

per year

+6% 
per year

Impact startups have grown jobs 6x faster and as a result doubled their share of jobs 
since 2018. There are now 3.8K jobs at impact startups, or 8.6% of total.

Source: Dealroom.co

https://app.dealroom.co/companies/
dayrize
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/
overstory
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/
skilllab
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/
renoon
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/
vanmoof

» Explore Amsterdam-based impact startups

https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/fairphone
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/fairphone
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/ev_box
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/ev_box
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/manufy
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/manufy
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/renature_1
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/renature_1
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/skynrg
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/skynrg
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/swapbox_1
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/swapbox_1
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/ecochain
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/ecochain
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/otrium_b_v_
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/otrium_b_v_
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/dayrize
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/dayrize
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/overstory
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/overstory
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/skilllab
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/skilllab
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/renoon
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/renoon
https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/companies.startups/f/all_regions/allof_Amsterdam%20region/data_type/anyof_Verified/locations/anyof_Amsterdam/tags/anyof_sustainable%20development%20goals?sort=-employee_12_months_growth_relative
https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/companies.startups/f/all_regions/allof_Amsterdam%20region/data_type/anyof_Verified/locations/anyof_Amsterdam/tags/anyof_sustainable%20development%20goals?sort=-employee_12_months_growth_relative
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In 5 startup sectors, over 20% of 
all current jobs didn’t exist 
pre-pandemic. 

In Healthtech, nearly 25% of all current jobs didn’t exist 
pre-pandemic. On the whole, in sectors with a positive job growth 
compared to pre-pandemic levels, on average 1 in 10 job didn’t exist 
just 18 months ago. In 5 sectors, over 1 in 5 jobs are new. This 
impressive performance has largely helped offset job losses overall.  
It also suggests that Amsterdam’s startup scene is diversifying, with 
emerging sectors becoming new pillars of the city’s startup 
ecosystem. 

17%

16%

10%

11%

16%

13%

Food 31.40%

Health 27.38%

Energy 21.37%

Ecommerce 18.60%

Robotics 23.01%

Top 5 highest share of new jobs v. total jobs in sector.

Energy

Foodtech

Robotics

Healthtech

eCommerce

24%

23%

22%

21%

20%

▋Share of jobs created before January 2020

▋Share of jobs created since January 2020

Jan. 2020

Source: Dealroom.co



“At scale, the exciting challenge is to focus on building 
enough new things to stay ahead, keep operations of 
the existing business low, and find a healthy balance 
between moonshots, roof shots, and day-to-day ops.

Roline Spijkervet
Head of Talent Acquisition at Picnic

“Our business has been growing very fast since the early days, but in the last two 
years we saw exceptional hypergrowth. Finding unique talent has never been easy. 
However, at scale we have now a new challenge that we need talent with very 
specific experience.”

Hiring during hypergrowth.

» Read the full interview

https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/dashboard
https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/dashboard
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/picnic/notes/5139
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  Methodology3
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What is a startup? 

The word startup is often used and seldom understood. 

“A startup is a company designed to grow fast” wrote Paul Graham, the 
legendary startup builder, investor and co-founder of Y Combinator. Notice 
the absence of the word “tech”. This is deliberate:

“Being newly founded does not in itself make a company a startup. 
Nor is it necessary for a startup to work on technology, or take 
venture funding, or have some sort of "exit." The only essential thing 
is growth. Everything else we associate with startups follows from 
growth.”

At Dealroom, we’ve found this the most useful explanation of the term 
startup. 

What about tech? Indeed, most startups are tech enabled. But so are lots of 
companies. Many traditional companies work more deeply on technology 
than the majority of startups. When talking about “technology” in the 
context of startups, we actually mean information-age technologies 
(internet, software, AI, algorithms) that can enable companies to decouple 
output from costs and achieve non-linear growth. The real common 
denominator is not tech, but the intention to scale very rapidly.

Seed stage Time →

< 30% of seed 
funded startups 
graduate to a 
Series A round *

✔  Skin in the game & 
      focus on growth

✔  Rapid iteration

✔  Exploit tech to create 
      new user experience

Failure, while not 
desirable, is 
acceptable

What makes startups so effective at 
innovating? 

Page / 28  Page / 28  

* for instance, see Journey to Series A report. 

http://www.paulgraham.com/growth.html
https://dealroom.co/uploaded/2021/04/The-Journey-to-Series-A-in-Europe.pdf
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The Dealroom API. Homegrown tech companies with employment 
data on startupmap.iamsterdam.com,

which is powered by Dealroom.

LOCAL APIs & PARTNERSHIPS
Official local data, knowledge & 
sources in the Netherlands.

Dec. 2019 Apr. 
2021

Dec. 
2018

2015 Launch

2.1K
2.2K

1.6K

0.5K

Tech stack

Trade register

AGGREGATING PUBLIC DATA
Extensive manual research, 
powered by machine learning

Where the data comes from.

COMMUNITY SOURCED
Data submitted by startups, 
angels, VC, accelerators, 
universities, regional 
development banks, etc

Aug. 
2021

2.2K

▉ Startups (verified)        ▉ with employment Data

1K

2K

The set of companies in the report is sourced from 
startupmap.iamsterdam.com. This is an open access 
database, powered by Dealroom. Dealroom’s proprietary 
database and software aggregate public information via 
machine learning and APIs. This includes the Dutch 
Chamber of Commerce, news flow, and user-generated 
data verified by Dealroom. All data is verified and curated 
with an extensive manual process. 

Please visit dealroom.co or contact support@dealroom.co 
for more info.

https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/
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Starting point of 6.5K startups, scaleups and grownups with an office in the Amsterdam 
region. These companies were detected via the methods described on page 29.

3.4K verified companies. 

8.3k entities identified by Dealroom,
incl. 6.3K startups, scaleups and grownups (tech companies).

3.3k 
homegrown 
tech 
companies.
+ 519 foreign 
tech 
companies.

2.9K homegrown startups, 
scaleups and grownups. 

Green Growth

Verified means manually verified to 
qualify as a startup (including 
scaleups and grownups).

Companies with no employee data 
or <2 employees were not included.

How we arrived at the final dataset.

519 tech 
companies in 
Amsterdam 
with foreign 
headquarters.

519 foreign tech companies with an office 
in Amsterdam.

1.6K homegrown startups, 
scaleups and grownups with 
employment data.

Homegrown = founded and 
currently headquartered in the 
Netherlands. 

Scope of this report.

https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/companies.startups/f/all_regions/allof_Amsterdam%20region
https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/companies.startups/f/all_regions/allof_Amsterdam%20region/data_type/anyof_Verified
https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/companies.startups/f/all_regions/allof_Amsterdam%20region/data_type/anyof_Verified
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Definitions.

Jobs data

The words “jobs” and “employees” are used interchangeably. Number of jobs represent the total 
number of employees at Dutch-founded startups. Employees not based in the Netherlands are 
not included. 

The number of jobs is sourced from publicly available data including company statements and 
professional social media accounts as well as interviews.

This report counts all jobs at startups, not just tech jobs (mechanics, receptionists, concierges, 
helpdesk etc are all counted). Gig workers (e.g. riders at Uber) are not counted. 

Tech jobs at other companies not covered in the report are not counted.

Valuation

The combined valuation of startups based on their market cap or latest transaction value. 
Transaction value is realised from exit or implied unrealised valuation from the latest VC round, 
which is either announced or estimated by Dealroom based on market-based assumptions for 
dilution.

Companies

A startup is a company designed to 
grow fast. Generally, such companies 
are VC-investable businesses. 
Sometimes they can become very big 
(e.g. $1B+ valuation). When startups 
are successful, they develop into 
scaleups (>50 people), grownups 
(>500 people) and result in big 
companies, like Adyen or Picnic. In 
this report, the term “tech 
ecosystem” refers collectively to the 
startups, scaleups and grownups 
headquartered in Amsterdam. Only 
companies founded in or after 1990 
are included in this report. This 
report sometimes refers simply to 
startups as a container for startups, 
scaleups and grownups.

Venture capital

Investment numbers refer to rounds 
such as Seed, Series A, B, C,...late 
stage, and growth equity rounds. 
Venture capital investment figures 
exclude debt or other non-equity 
funding, lending capital, grants and 
ICOs. 

Buyouts, M&A, secondary rounds, 
and IPOs are treated as exits: 
excluded from funding data. 

Investment rounds are sourced from 
public disclosures including press 
releases, news, filings and verified 
user-submitted information

Jobs data

The words “jobs” and “employees” 
are used interchangeably. Number of 
jobs represent the total number of 
employees at homegrown startups. 
Employees not based in the 
Netherlands are not included.  

The number of jobs is sourced from 
publicly available data including 
company statements and 
professional social media accounts 
as well as interviews. This report 
counts all jobs at startups, not just 
tech jobs (mechanics, receptionists, 
concierges, helpdesk etc are all 
counted). Gig workers (e.g. riders at 
Uber) are not counted. Tech jobs at 
other companies not covered in the 
report are not counted.

Valuation

The combined valuation of startups 
based on their market cap or latest 
transaction value. Transaction value 
is realised from exit or implied 
unrealised valuation from the latest 
VC round, which is either announced 
or estimated by Dealroom based on 
market-based assumptions for 
dilution.

Impact
We consider impact startups to be 
companies that address one or more 
of the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs). A detailed 
methodology of Dealroom’s impact 
classification is provided on the 
Impact Database.

https://impact.dealroom.co/methodology-38-definitions
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Startup sectors.
Ecommerce Online retail, connecting buyers to sellers and products on shopping sites and 
digital marketplaces.

Gaming Startups involved in the development, marketing, and monetisation of games (video 
games, online games, board games…)

Foodtech Startups addressing agrifood (from production to distribution), innovating on the 
products, distribution, marketing or business model.

Education Startups developing solutions, software and tools designed to enhance teacher-led 
learning in classrooms and improve students' education outcomes

Energy Startups working towards transitioning to sustainable energy, making our energy 
consumption more green and more efficient, solutions for recycling and handling waste. 

Fintech Computer programs and other technology used to support or enable banking and 
financial services. Technology and innovation that aims to compete with traditional financial 
methods in the delivery of financial services.

Security Cyber security or information technology security are the techniques of protecting 
computers, networks, programs and data from unauthorised access or attacks that are aimed 
for exploitation.

Semiconductors Startups developing innovative semiconductors (chips), working on 
processors, chips for sensors, the automotive sector, AI, IoT, data centres …

Enterprise software Startups developing computer software designed to satisfy the needs of 
an organisation rather than individual users.

Transportation Startups developing solutions, software, tools and machines used to solve 
problems or improve conditions in respect to the movement of people and goods

Healthtech, or digital health, uses technology (databases, applications, mobiles, wearables) to 
improve the delivery, payment, and/or consumption of care, with the ability to increase the 
development and commercialisation of medicinal products

Real estate Real Estate tech or PropTech (property technology) is the use of information 
technology to help individuals and companies research, buy, sell and manage real estate

Travel Startups developing services and products focused on travel and tourism, including 
booking services, search and planning platforms, on-demand travel, and recommendation 
sites. 

HR Tech Startups developing solutions, services & software designed to improve the 
recruitment process within a business or for individuals seeking a job.

Robotics Startups dealing with the design, construction, operation, and use of robots, as well 
as computer systems for their control, sensory feedback, and information processing

Marketing Marketing technology (also known as MarTech) describes any number of systems 
and tools that help marketers better engage with potential and existing customers.

Event Tech Startups developing solutions and technologies helping you plan, manage, and 
organise data when putting on an event (conference, wedding, party, etc)

Legal Legal technology, also known as Legal Tech, refers to the use of technology and software 
to provide legal services. 

Telecom Startups developing solutions aiming at disrupting the telecommunications industry: 
startups offering mobile plans, internet subscriptions, better communication services…

Kids Startups developing products, solutions and tech for children or to help parents with 
their children

Sports Startups developing tech products and services designed to improve sporting 
performance, provide sporting activities and engage sports fans.

Media Media technology is any hardware, software, or tool that is used to compose, create, 
produce, deliver and manage media including audio, video, images, information, interactive 
media, video games, virtual reality, and augmented reality environments.



Put your startup on the map.

HQ
Number of rounds in 

healthtech in 2019-2020

London 9

Berlin 8

Vienna 7

London 4

Paris 3

London 3

HQ Number of rounds in 
healthtech in 2019-2020

London 10

Specialises in health
Utrecht 8

Munich 7

Specialises in health
Amsterdam 6

Edinburgh 5

Specialises in health
Basel 4
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Let the best VCs find you

Attract top talent

Contribute to an open dataset

Claim your profile!

» Claim your profile

https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/companies/3d_hubs
https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/companies/3d_hubs
https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/dashboard
https://startupmap.iamsterdam.com/dashboard


» Global hubs

» Latin America

More ...

» European Cities

» Zoom Towns

Visit startupmap.iamsterdam.com 
to explore Amsterdam’s tech 
ecosystem in greater depth. 

» Asian Countries

Initiated by

Powered by

» Access now 

For founders
Know your ecosystem

Get inspired 

For VCs & 
corporates

Discover hot startups & scaleups. 
Get new insights & trends

For researchers
Apply for data access, to 

support your research projects. 

For governments
Better understanding of startup 

ecosystem dynamics

Visit https://datacommons.technation.io/
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